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One meeting
down, two to go
Budget committee finds no
clear solutions
John C. Osborn
_jcol1@humboldt.edu
Students may
have to pay
higher costs for higher education
in order to balance

the universi

ty’s budget.
\fter the two-hour
meeting
last Friday, the committee took no

lear action addressing next years
budget.

[he committee

doesnt

decide

W rong,’

she

said.

Glenn Sonntag, student des
ignee for the Associated Students

president, said a fee increase
would be unpopular among students, but agreed it was a potential

source

of

income

Steven Dimon, a political sci
ence senior, said more fees would

what programs get cut. Instead, it

be a bad idea.

gives each division (Student Af
fairs, for example) a percentage to
trim. The vice presidents then decide how to meet that target. The

“Raising student fees while
cutting the budget is a ridiculous

university
past four
Steve
Student
division

used

‘this

model

the

years.
Butler, vice president of
Affairs, said a cut to his
may force him to elimi

nate programs. One-third of Stu
dent Affair’s budget goes to the
University
Police
Department,
which

he said

couldn't

be cut

too

much.

“This is not my preference,’
Butler said, “but a consequence
of these percents.’

the model

failed

He added

that

to address

why

the university is in debt to begin
with.
Mark
tazavi,

Unclear

Larson
two

and

Saeed

committee

several

Mor

members,

budget

scenarios

using the percentage model.
Mortazavi said the committee
needs to work the numbers and
find consensus.
Several scenarios included the
possibility of more student fees

to cover a portion of the
shortfall.

In

scenarios

budget

where

no

income from increased student
fees existed, some division cuts

went as high as 12.5 percent.
[he committee can only vote
to consider an increase in student

fees. Chancellor Charles Reed
mandated that any fee increase at
a campus must be sent to the Stu
Fee Advisory Committee.
body recommends to the

president their
student fee.
Lumei

Hui,

position
faculty

on

any

represen

tative for the College of Natural
Resources and Sciences, said that
the structural deficit has nothing
to do with students, and increas
ing fees was an easy way out.
“It’s not just and it’s principally

at

the

meeting

Students gather for a protest against the Humboldt State University budget cuts on the

University Center Quad on Monday.

Rally brews up a storm
over budget crisis

was

where a fee could be applied. Any
student fee must focus on a specific area, like the Health Center

fee paid
the

by students

Student

ident

Health

Richmond

to support
Center.

doesn't

Pres-

always

Jaqueline R. Torres

take the recommendation of the
student fee committee—he created the

Health

fee

or

a

fee

classes, especially

Humboldt

for

high-cost

in the sciences.

State is the only in-

stitution in the CSU system that
primarily funded athletics with
state money, Butler said. At the
same time, student fees fund pro

grams other schools don't, like the
Multicultral
Whatever
dent

fee,

it

jrt38@humboldt.edu

Center fee despite

the committee voting it down.
Suggestions at the meeting in
cluded an athletics fee, a comput
er-use

offered

dent
[hat

situation,’ he said.
Heather Gilmore, a studio art
senior, said it would be hard on
most students.

A surge of students, teachers
and university employees stood
under pounding rain Monday to
voice their concerns about the
budget crisis at Humboldt*State
The rally, organized by
Com
munity Action United to Save Ed
ucation (CAUSE)

to the Cornerstone Report meet
ing initially called by the board of
trustees.

Center.

At

the purpose of a stu
could

alleviate

stress

on the budget. For example, if
students paid more into athlet
ics, state funds could be used else
where.

meeting

the

\chtenberg,

chair

fornia

University

State

Roberta

of

the

Cali

board

of

trustees, listened to ideas about
adjustments the university wants
to make to the
Cornerstone Re
port.

‘The committee votes on Friday
whether to consider a student fee
increase.

was in response

This report, which
signed to blanket all

plans,

is not de
CSU campus

relates to educational

re

Until California’s final budget

sults, access to higher education,

is determined in July, the amount
of funds for Humboldt State will
remain unknown. However, the

financial stability and account
ability throughout the
CSU sys
tem. It will be the springboard for

committee

the CSU’s

targeted

cuts

for

next

new

Access

to

Excel

year's budget in the range of $4.8

lence strategic plan that will allow

million.
Only two meetings remain be
fore a recommendation needs to

Humboldt

be presented

to Ric hmond.

“Sitting and discussing wont
achieve anything,” Mortazavi said.
“We need to take action.’

State

perspectives

on

the

strategic plan.
Outside, the
drums drew

to

come

tell

to

add

unique

system-wide

heavy,

beating

students one-by-one

university

leaders

what they expect from their col
lege experience. Pounding to the
rhythm of the rain, these voices
rang against the walls surround
ing the quad as if their echoes
were repeating the messages of
students from last fall.
‘These events are rooted in the
complexities of the severe struc

tural deficit the university
is
struggling with, its ability to pro

gether, holding signs, encouraging
the co-chair of the board of trust
ees to preserve and bring back
the unique qualities of Humboldt
State that will determine its rise
or fall as a institution long known
for its innovative approach to ed

ucation.
Maxwell
with

a

Unger took the stage

presence

the

crow

re

sponded raucously to before a
word escaped his mouth. Unger, a

vide education and the feeling
that university officials have not

24-year-old undeclared major, re

listened to student input serious
ly enough.

cited a rhythm-spastic poem.
His passionate flow called on

Like thunder, voices from the
loudspeaker
shouted, “Your si
lence is consent.”
With each vibration of voic

students to use their brainpower.

es, drums and applause, the rain

focus the campus

came down harder on the crowd
of about 90. There were about as

of education

many

people standing in the tor

rential

rain as there

were

in the

Kate Buchanan Room. Although
Achtenberg agreed to speak at the
rally during the meeting's lunch
break, she did not.
Achtenberg
was

unavailable

why

she

chose

to comment
not

to

speak

at

on
the

ing in the quad.

pressed

Humboldt

students

to unite

State as an eco-village.

He challenged the people to first
and then focus

the nation on getting the quality
it will

take

for our

generation to successfully sur
pass the mistakes that continue to
plague the education system and
thus our society.
Some

signs

school,” and,
innovation,

read

“Save

“Education

our

through

not corporation.’

[he meeting in the KBR tooka
lunch break at the peak of the ral

rally.

It was mostly

Unger

students stand
‘They huddled

to

see RALLY, pg. 5
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Council presses for vice president to
help improve campus diversity
Jaqueline R. Torres
jrt38@humboldt.edu

After the split of the Diversity and Compliance
be-

In May 2006, the president, as well as the three

{ween all parties involved.
_ Right now, the Diversity Plan Action Council is
the only thing Humboldt State has as far as an entity

vice presidents, immediately denied the council's
initial request for a vice president position before
their report was issued.
In the diversity report, recommendation six from
the Areas of Priority of Action in 2006-2007 in the re
port states, “DPAC strongly recommends that: President Richmond create a plan to formally separate
the tasks of diversity compliance from diversity pro
gramming, and create separate senior staff positions
and offices for those functions.”
Paik-Nicely said the recommendation was simply to
start a conversation about splitting the office.
Shortly after, the director of diversity and compli
ance was asked to leave.
Richmond appointed Rawal and Smith to direct
diversity for the time being. Rawal helped write the
report and continues to work with the council on all
its recommendations.
“In some senses I can say that it was a great move
to begin reorganizing in a way that makes more
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versity programming in the hands of two part-time

P

Plans

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,.

remains

tural Center and a member of the Cultural Transformation Task Force on the council.
The office’ split placed diversity compliance with
the Human Resources department and placed di-

RS

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause

A

2006, contention

to improve diversity as a whole on campus, accord.
ing to Marylyn Paik-Nicely, director of the Multicul-

A

staff and faculty members. What is seen as efficiency
to some, is seen as a limitation by others. Specifically,
the Education Summit and the Diversity Conference
have been combined this year and there are less people to run the event.

5S

The University is trying to retain students through

1781 Central Avenue Suite C

diversity programming, but each department is going about different ways of doing this and citing different reasons for what has been done.
The council wants to achieve the goals laid out in
their diversity plan, a report with hundreds of recommendations that address diversity compliance
and programming, officially approved by the administration in 2004.
The report states that the purpose for splitting the
Diversity and Compliance Office stemmed from a
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such a authoritative role on campus.

sense, but any time we lose someone

on campus

we

lose a resource,’ Rawal said.
Richmond said the administration acted quick
ly to implement

the recommendation

because it was

key to moving forward in addressing diversity.
“T would

not say that we've done a very good

job

conflict over prioritizing energy toward compliance,

in increasing the diversity of faculty and staff,” Rich

often leaving diversity programming unattended.
Richmond said Humboldt State has focused on
diversity for a long time, and that compliance didn't
take precedence over diversity. “I mean it worked okay,
but it really wasn't as efficient as it might be,” he said.

mond

‘The council's mission is to create a vice president of
diversity that the administration of Humboldt State

will commit to keeping permanently.
The council hopes that having centralized leader
ship authorized by the administration will improve
the current status of diversity.
Jyoti Rawal, co-chair of the council, said that the
Vice President of diversity will be the central coordi-

nator of diversity programming and will also be an
advisory person for campus policies.
Asked when the college would have the funds to
hire a permanent vice president of diversity, Hum
boldt State President Rollin Richmond said, “If we
had the resources, wed have it today... in the last
four years I’ve been here, we've had budget cuts al
most all that time.”
Richmond said he has not cut the diversity budget,
Paik-Nicely said the sudden death of Eric Rotes
2006, a council

al Transformation ‘Task
en Jones, the director of
puzzle of leadership and
‘The council decided

co-chair

also on

position at an informal

This

the

first

Culiur

Force, and the firing of Hel
diversity, were pieces in this
accountability
to press for a vice president

of diversity
is not

the

time

the council

meeting

of trying...

It makes

ning with ombudspeople.
Margaret Kelso, an ombudsperson for Humboldt
State since 2003 said compliance and diversity are impor
tant, and the university should give them a lot of at
tention. Ombudspeople are here to mediate conflicts
between students, staff and faculty while avoiding
long formal processes.
Richmond said the interim directors of diversity
“are there to provide a thorn in the side to the presi
dent and other senior administrators to make sure
that we remember and pay attention to diversity
issues.”

However, no matter how thorn-like the council
can be, Richmond said the college lacks the resourc

es to effectively do the things expected of it.

referring to a fund of $35,000 created two years ago,
in July

said. “It’s not for want

it difficult to diversify your faculty and staff when
youre not hiring people.’
Diversity compliance is now under the direction
of Mary Fischer, a new member to the council who
the university hired about six months ago. She has
complied a list for students, staff and faculty to finds
the resources they need to resolve conflicts, begin

Feb. 9

has called

fo:

Such

duties

include

diversity

training

for

staff

and faculty providing the necessary information for
the campus
Ihe idea of diversity and compliance being relat

ed to student recruitment and retention is not new
to Humboldt State, it is recognized by staff, fac
ulty and administration officials as being essential
to building enrollment figures.

RALLY:

February

28,

eM

students address crisis

continued from pg. 3
ly on the Quad. Humboldt State
President Rollin Richmond stood
under an overhang, watching stu
dents stand in the rain. Richmond
said the administration would not
issue a comment on the rally or
the student concerns presented
there.

As the people inside met in

Long

Beach

headquarters,

letters

CSU campuses regularly.

with

rain-

and acknowledgments

of proj-

ects welldone. Stefanie Belli, a
20-year-old political science major, came to the rally and wrote a

letter to her elected officials.
“Our campus is in peril right
now and I'm here to get educated
by my peers and give them sup
port,’ Belli said.
Joan Bissell, vice provost of the
Chancellor's Office, promised that
each

letter

would

be

read.

Bis-

sell accompanied Achtenberg to
take notes on the proceedings of
the meeting in the KBR. She said
there would

not be individual

sponses to the students but

re

a gen

eral letter may be sent out some
time in the distant future

Annie Rueb, an exchange stu
dent

from

New

Hampshire,

said

she was a little disillusioned with
the campus

after she arrived and

discovered the underlying prob
lems of the university.
[he many issues Access to Ex
cellence

wishes

to

address

are

seen as impossible to some, short
sighted to others, and unmanage
able with the current informa
tion technology
[he

last

time

used
a board

by the

CSU.

Some students find this unacceptable and believe that active
student influence in the system
would yield more justice.
“The college should be run by
students, not people in suits,” said
Elizabeth Palmer, a 20-year-old
molecular biology major. “The
president is responding to us with
apathy because he doesn't have to
listen, And he won't listen until
we put his job on the line. What
will we have to do? Not pay tuition, not go to class?”
Although most of the key holders and power players missed the
outcries of the student movement
in the rain, some still have faith
and believe things can change.
“T care about the quality of my
education and killing the budget
limits our potential,” said Gary
Strokes, a 24-year-old sociology
senior. “I’m here to say that we
as students of Humboldt have a
voice in our future and will not let
the administration decide that fu
ture for us.

[here will be a budget forum
meeting on the 10 percent fee in
crease tomorrow
in. the South
Lounge

featuring a question

answer

session

with

and

administra

tors.

of trustees
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member visited the campus was
Craig Smith in the fall. The board

groups to dissect the minutiae of the report, students wrote
drops on the steps of the University Center. The letters varied
in ideas, suggestions, criticisms
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Black Student
Coordinator
met

DaVonna

Foy,

Community

Marylyn
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0 BALL TOURNEY

MONDAY

8 - BALL TOURNEY

TUESDAY

SHOWDOWN

TRIVIA

Paik-Nicely, director of
the Multicultural Center, while
coming through the Educational Opportunities Program in fall
2004. Soon after, Foy passed a
barbecue held by the Multicultural Center and reconnected with
Paik-Nicely again.
“I saw people like me, just
talking, eating and having a good
time,’ Foy said. She decided to get
involved, and has been working
5:30

(come help T.J’s Defend
its national championship)

with the center ever since.

cultural Center at Humboldt State.
“T’m not saying that one program
is more valuable than another, but
if you're trying to promote diversity, why cut from programs that
promote

diversity?”

She

said.

“We're affected in the long run
and it’s a slap in the face. It’s a reminder that we're a minority.’
When

the subject

of the pos-

764 Ninth St Arcata , CA 95521 707-822-4198
Find us on Myspace !

cut from programs that

evening and night programs,’ Foy
said. “Less participation from the

Davonna

Foy

coordinz tor

In compliance with the request made by President Rollin
Richmond, campus organizations
must

Sonia R. Bautista,

DMD

Inc.

Bonding
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Teeth

Emergency

Care

Loo

ae

wt, Ge

Jerri
We

Cater

to

Cowards

Welcome

blocks

from

HSU

how

to cut

seven

their budgets. The

nections, is one of the organiza
tions that may suffer.
All the programs that face a cut
had to prepare a list of the things
that would change with a seven
percent reduction. According to

Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Stuer Patients

out

from

Multicultural Center, home
to
more than 10 clubs like the Black
Student Union and Global Con

Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic

figure

percent

) 822-5 1O5

Jones, office

manger

for the

Multicultural Center, compiled
the specific list.
Foy sees the value of the Multi

be able
said.

cut,’

can't

percent,

needs to come

from

Jones said

sufficient

most

and

Jones

afford

that

to

money

somewhere,

so another program
to pay more.’

might

need

clubs are self

can

put on

some

“It’s hard to say what
will happen next year
if the budget changes.
I think people see the
value of what we do.”

“A seven percent cut would re
quire reductions of staff, events,

Marylyn Paik-Nicely
director

community and less prospective
students.”
The other reductions are hours

for cultural events, workshops,
diversity and cultural programs,
and limiting the staff on commit
tees. “The only thing it adds is the

the

if they

seven

Dis

Center might not

to afford

“And

loose

ed. “If you want to see a successful Humboldt, and successful students, don't make me feel invisible

and cut my programs.’

Black Student Community

ability Resource

sible seven percent budget cut for
the Multicultural Center came up,
Foy became immediately frustrat-

“If you’re trying to
promote diversity, why
promote diversity?”

survive the cut. “ The Student

events

of the Multicultural

on

their

own.

Center

However,

with some events, like Black Lib
eration

Month,

require

more

time,

Multicultural Center, said,
cause we are in a rural area, and

publicity and oversight.
“If there is less staff, there will
be less opportunity, because hav
ing a staff behind the students re
ally helps make it happen.”
Next year’s Black Liberation

most people come from urban ar

Month's events would

notion that there is nothing to do
at HSU,’ Foy said.

Paik-Nicely,

Director

of

eas, there is the feeling that
is not a lot to do up here.”
“A lot of what we do
{Multicultural Center] is
provide cultural-based and
justice-based

activities

the

there

ribly affected because their oper
ation expenses come

at the
try to
social

that

one

would find in their own commu
nities,’ she said.
Another concern is for other
programs affliated with Student
Affairs that might not be able to

not be ter
from

Asso

ciated Students. It is the money
for the professional staff that will
be because it comes from Student
Affairs.
“Its hard to say what will
happen next year if the bud
get changes,” Paik-Nicely said.
“I

think

what

we

people
do.”

see

the

value

of

Ne

campus

Wednesday,

February

28,
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Writing Center
doomed
Looming budget cuts may force closure
of growing student resource on campus

1908 Myrtle Ave. Eureka
707.445.2609 Open Tue-Sat
Noon - 6 PM or
John Waters discusses his paper with student-employee
an English major.

Later by Appointment

Chris Hall,

Northcoast Horticulture Supply

Bek Brochtrup
rcb22@humboldt.edu

While many Humboldt State programs fight over
the disbursement of money from their thinning bud
gets, the university writing center struggles to stay
open

to serve

students.

[t is unclear whether or not there will be enough
funding for the center to continue.
Barbara Goldberg, director of the Writing Center
and coordinator of developmental writing, said there
has been no commitment
[he
sumes,
those

center

provides

applications
moy

Ing

on

of funds for next fall.
help

and

with

class

personal

to graduate

papers,

statements

re
for

important

thing about the center is the

writing, Carter said. “It is the most universal com
munication tool. | don't understand an institution
that doesn't place a writing center as a priority.”
Sarah McGreevy, an english graduate student
with an emphasis

in teaching of writing, said it's ex

tremely important for students to get feedback
“So often people struggle in private with thei
writing, and think that it is a personal issue,’ she said
Carter said the constant threat of losing the writ
ing center and her job is hard.

“I don't know what kind of a university doesn't
have a writing center,’ she said. “It's too bad that it
isn't

valued

a nicer

more

here.

writing center

(

ollege

than

of

the

Redwoods

has

we do.”

ieee

One of the main reasons the center has been able
to stay open is because of a student tutor who par
ticipates in work study, a job placement program

YR

if it wasnt

for her

[the work-study

tutor],”

Carter said.
[he student who qualifies for work study puts in
20 hours a week, which is the maximum a student in
the program is allowed to work.
Over the years, the center has grown exponentially. In
fall 2003, the center served 539 students. That number rose three years later (fall 2006)

school

[he center encourages anyone interested from
other disciplines besides English to look into it. For
example, the demographics of their clients state that
many of the people who come in are from the Col
lege of Natural Resources and Sciences.
[he center also offers paid jobs for Humboldt
State students.
Amanda Carter, an English graduate student with
an emphasis in teaching of writing, has worked at
the center for four years
“The most

through financial aid where the government spon
sors a student's wages while working in college. The
student was unable to be contacted by deadline.
“There was pretty much not going to be a writing
center

OAPP:

www. safepiercing.org

to 625 students.

[he demographics of Writing Center clients states
that 37 percent of those were first-year students, 18
percent sophomores, 15 percent juniors and 24 per
cent seniors. Despite its growth, the center had to cut
back on staff but managed to stay open 20 hours a

All your gardening
needs and more.
In Eureka, one
block past the new
Co-Op.

444-9999
In McKinleyville,
behind Paul’s Live
From New York

839-9998

week.

Ihe hours are Monday through Thursday, 2-4
p.m. and 6-8 p.m. and Fridays from 10-2 p.m.
Carter said that students have a hard time making
the hours, and they are unable to expand the hours
due to lack of resources.
“I got an e-mail this morning from a grad student
who

cant

make

the Writing Center

hours,” Carter

said. “She can't get the help she needs unless someone
goes above and beyond and volunteers their time.”
Ihe center also helps students who say that Eng
lish is not their first language.
[hey were

wp

from the four-year maximum

Tutoring

Developing

Writers

(ENGL

at HSU

of 17

480),

class that introduces the steps of tutoring to potential
tutors. They must also volunteer at the center betore
being hired to make sure that the staff is trained.
McGreevy

said

that

at the writing center's

dents can get help just by talking to someone
“We make better writers not better papers.”

stu

Ask for Deliciousafofu Snack Products
Em alee 8100) 0]0) 8 O01 1-16
were

percent of second language students, to an all-time
high of 25 percent of students seeking assistance.
Before they work at the center, the staff must first
take

Sc rl

a

* The Depot

* South Campus Marketplac
* Giant's Cupboard

* Jolly Giant Cafeteria
Pa

Bi ae

* Dining Hall

822-7401

* TOFU

SHOP.COM

“TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY FOODS, INC.
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New squad cars for Arcata pol
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Ashley Mackin

cars can
They get
they wear
radios go,

About $22,000 goes to the vehicle itself, and
$6,000 goes to making it a police vehicle.
Harold Miller, the purchasing agent for

and the mileage adds up. When these things

goes into a police vehicle. “We need to install
the light bars, sirens, all the inside equipment, the mobile radios and the emblem, just
to name a few,’ he said.
As well as a large financial cost, it takes
time to get the cars delivered and equipped.
Miller said it takes between six and seven
months to deliver the cars without the installations. That is why cars are put into use oneby-one.
Because of the constant wear and tear on
the cars, new vehicles need to come in quick.
“Every few years, new cars are requested,
so I put out the bid, Miller said. Then the

Despite how perfect police
look, bad things happen to them.
scratched, they get flat tires and
out. The transmission goes, the

the City of Arcata, said that there is a lot that

happen, the police department does what
anyone else would do: They get new cars.
For just under $90,000, the Arcata Police
Department recently got three new cars.

Arcata Police Sgt. Ron Sligh first got a new
car in August of 2006. His former vehicle had
114,000 miles, steering problems and _ the
transmission started to wear out. “It becomes
a huge maintenance problem,’ he said.
The other two new cars began in December.
Police cars need replacement every few
years, simply due to wear and tear. Between
high mileage, and city driving, police cars

cars get delivered and worked on to become

typically do not last long. Pool cars, which officers share, experience twice the damage.

police cars, not just a standard Crown Victoria, he added.
Once replaced, the old autos are auctioned
off. The auction is usually in September, and

$28,000 per vehicle, the new

cars should last the police a few more years.

¥
y

One of three new Arcata Police cars waits to have its final parts installed.
Usable parts are recycled from the older model police car (back), and placed
into the new cruiser.

the cars sell only for parts, because they

He sees them starting their rounds every

are not in drivable condition.

morning, but had not noticed anything

Brian

associate

supervisor

of

Spotlight Video, down the street from the

station, had yet to notice the new cars.

Community Comments
Eureka Assemblywoman Patty Berg, along with Van Nuys Assemblyman Lloyd Levine and Assembly Speaker Fabian Nunez of Los Angeles, authored the California Compassionate Choices Act, a bill to al-

Swan,

that stands out about any particular car.

“It's cool

cars,’

Swan

Arcata resident

“T am in favor of it. [Berg] is looking at
Oregon and how it has worked there...
People in my age group are parents
dementia,

new

Tynel Humphreys

their lives. If passed, this bill would make California the second state in
the country, next to Oregon, to allow physician-assisted suicide.
The following is a community response to the bill:

Alzheimer’s,

got

“I’m for it because it’s each person’s
own choice. When they can’t make
the decision, the people who care for
them can make it. When you take away
choice, you take away freedom.”

low terminally ill people to get a prescription medication that will end

with

they

said,

cancer,

you know? I think there should be the
option.”

“It’s up to the individual. If they want
to go, it’s their call. I watched my
grandmother die of lung cancer, and
she didn’t want to go that way.”
Niconoa Nyswonger
Arcata resident

*

Susan Bornstein
Arcata resident

“Personally, | agree with it. As long as the person has a clear head and knows what they’re
saying; if you have a sound mind and body to
nal
She
eos oy VeHy
make
that decision.

99

Anthony McDonald
Arcata resident

“It’s the person’s choice. If they
are suffering, they should have the
right not io be alive.”
Nicomi Levine
Arcata resident
NawoMeseremr

At around

REN PMR AS
POAT

dansinmnki@aol.com
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U2 CAR CARE
CENTER

Factory Scheduled
Maintenance

Brakes

\"~"

soo0uM

}

Maintaining & Repairing
Students’ Cars Since 1961
929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) + Eureka + California 95501

ee

(707) 444-9636
www.leons-carcare.com

Se

See,

415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E)
(707) 269-0282

Karie Hebert, religious studies, carries a candle through the rain during the Wiyot vigil, Saturday.

Thursday 3/1
Dancehall Reggae Massive
(Hardcore Dancehall)

For the 17th year, members of the Wiyot
Tribe and supporters gathered Saturday for
the Indian ae egratanghe Vigil. At the

Woodley

Island

ceremony

1
Friday 3/2

DJ Red, Old School ‘80s Hip Hop

the attendees

honored the 80 to 100 Wiyot men, women
and children slain February 26, 1860 by a
group of Eureka men. The ceremony includ-

:
re

Ye (SI
LTT

cs

ed prayer, song, drumming and words of
hope for the future of the Wiyot people.

Saturday 3/3
Caliente Latin Dance Party (lessons @ 9pm, $5)

-

Oy

me
in

Si

ns |

prailibolh ee

Code 518 DJ Collective

soe
rummin

th

~—

Wednesday 3/7
Humboldt DJ Culture
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gets caught saying the weirdest thin
Take it out of context and you have
SAY WHAT?!¢

ARCATA’S FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR VISITING PARENTS AND STUDENTS
+ Exceptional beautifully furnished suites
* Fully appointed with thoughtful amenities

* Walking distance to campus and Plaza
* View website for photo tour and availability

Mention HSU for a 10% Discount

toll-free VAP
Aa

www.arcatastay.com

lip,

decided we need to break
up our friend’s marriage.”
-Heard off-campus, Feb. 23

world class into your glass

“I’m so with you.

What

are

Wp THC (hop
Friday & Saturday

Wine

3:00 - 9:00 PM

Bar

Lhis Week:

Locally Produced & International Wines

Read The Lumberjack.

Mead, Kegs, Imported Beer & Microbrew Sake

You might learn something
you didn’t know.

8th Street on the Plaza, Arcata * 825-7596

Got a tip or a story idea?
Call us in the newsroom.

(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu
Submit event announcements

for free calendar listing.
events@humboldt.edu

!
largest selection of
local glass pieces
in Humboldt
* volcanoes

FRIDAY, MARCH 9th 2007
EUREKA MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

* clothing
* hookahs
* glass art

1120 F STREET, EUREKA CA 95501

is
X,

“cjry

Gh Qua\*
Tickets available at The Works in Eureka (213 F Street) and Arcata (987 H Street), Metro CD's (858 G Street) Charge by
phone (866) 448-3399 and online at TicketWeb.com.
ALL

AGES SHOW + Doors:

PRESENTED

BY: JMAX

7:00pm / Show: 8:00pm

PRODUCTIONS

a
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*
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* 2huge selection
of= disc

golf accessories
A

a
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815 9th St., Arcata

* jmaxproductions.net

822-7420
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Daniel Penza
_dp28@humboldt.edu

It's not a regular occurrence for teams to be dropped
from any school’s athletic department, especially one that
just had one of its most successful seasons in school his
tory

However,

with the

sis, anything

current Humboldt State budget cri

is possible.

Current word around campus

has

football and crew being dropped
‘We obviously don’t want to identify teams that may be
cut, because we have not reached that decision yet,” Vice
President of Student Affairs Steve Butler said
In a recent survey by the University Budget
Commit
tee to determine priorities on campus, athletics received a
score of two. A score of one is a high priority, while a three
is a low priority. This means there will be cuts made, but

“If they cut football,
players would leave.’

100 percent of the

$170,000,
the

largest

among

any

done,”

exact

Measures

Freshman
[here

are

everyone
Butler,

State,

have

a lot

who

ot

pe

comes

along

recently

not

been

linebacke1
ple

here

with

the

determine

who

d

just

linebacker

proposed

\nagnosastopolis — said,

Jake

are

here

for

ithletics.

Not

wants
to be a marine biologist
other

divisions

at

In athletics, such a

cut would

amount

| am definitely a supporter of athletics on this cam
pus,” Butler said. “The athletic teams are important in re
throughout

When
to

student

were eliminated, the athletes would

not hesitate to go to

another school.
“Unfortunately, it's out of my control,” Anagnosastop

“We obviously don’t want to identify
teams that may be cut, because we have
not yet reached that decision yet.”

said.

cruiting and retaining students.

Humboldt

made proposals that included a seven per

cent cut in funds.

Collen

[his is nothing new to Collen. The university cut over
$500,000 from the athletics budget since he took over as
athletic director in 2002.
Butler said having as many student athletes as possible
is important to the development of the campus, as well as
the athletic department

Jake Anagnosastopolis
freshman

of the divi

sions in Student Affairs. The money would come out of the
department's general fund, which is set at $2.2 million for
the 2007 fiscal year.
In Butler's current proposal, the seven percent cut means
there will be fewer assistant coaches, including those assis
tants who are graduate students. Other proposed changes
could be the elimination of a game management/market
ing position, a support staff position and a reduction in
hourly employees and administrative support.
“We want to build, we want to add, but we have reached
the point where we can't cut much more before it starts to
affect the programs,’ Butler said.
Athletic Director Dan Collen said cutting teams would
be a drastic measure for the school to take.
[he score of two means that there will be something

They also have a graduation rate 16 to 20
percent higher than non-student athletes.
Butler said students will still be able to get into games
for free, and if possible, ticket prices for community mem
bers will stay the same. He added that he would like to see
an increase in support trom students .
“The community wants us to have athletics,” Butler
said. “However, student support could help reduce what
is happening”
Anagnosastopolis said that if a sport, such as football,

the

pointing this out,
athletes,

Not only

for the teams,

but

school

on

average,

Butler
take

was quick
15.5

to add that

units a semester

Steve Butler
vice

olis said.
would

president

of

Student

Affairs

“If they cut football, 100 percent of the players

leave

,
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

8 AM to Midnight

California Collegiate
Athletic Association
Basketball Standings

: oH, by;

On the Plaza 744 9th Street
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www.thealibi.com

Two For Tuesday

Trailer Park Mondays

8am
to 3pm

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price

Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,

t
to
Midnigh
_Apm

Bud in the Can, Jello Shots
Oly Specials

$35 Dinner Special
2 Dinner Entrees

1 Bottle of House wine

Corned Beef & Hash,

Luau Thursdays

Poaha

Lamb Chops, Portabella,

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,

Shepherd’s Pie, Fish n’ Chips,

Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut

Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries,

Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,
50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

Upcoming

TC URC

a

a6: Can

17-3

22-3

CSU San Bernardino

16-4

Cal Poly Pomona

15-

Shows

Sonoma State

Sunday, March 4th

ANG

CSU Stanislaus

ee

at

CSU Monterey Bay

(electro-pop from Florida)

Lt

3

NS CLC

Heavy Hearts

i"

Humboldt State

CSU Bakersfield

CLUS LL)

SRC

Overall

Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

Trea
(arn Cau

CCAA

School

1 Appetizer

Irish Pub Wednesdays

SCN ACR

Men’s Basketball

Tac

ye ONS)

(yl

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,

UC San Diego

es McKinleyville)

CSU Dominguez Hills

ZA wil{

ager
-

Fiesta Café

seen”

Chico State

Se COBEN
y

ee

850 Crescent Way

ig “ip

]
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ba
}
jen

CSU Los Angeles

San

Francisco State

6-19

Open 11-9

Women’s

Fiesta Grill & Cantina}
3525 Janes Rd

Basketball

School

822-4600
Bar: 822-1413

Closed Sunday

CSU Bakersfield

M,T, W 11-9
Th, FS 11-10

UC San Diego

Chico State
CSU San Bernardino
Sonoma State

Humboldt State

CSU Dominguez Hills
San Francisco State
Se

Cal Poly Pomona

he Fiesta Grill & Cantina is open for lunch and dinner and has its “family” of
‘staff offering excellent service and great food, along with a full bar sporting
Boont Amber, IPA: Eel River & Organic, Great White, and 70 types of Tequila
from Silver to Anejo. The Sports Lounge features four TVs and a jukebox.

CSU Monterey Bay
CSU Stanislaus

Enjoy special prices and appetizers at Happy Hour from 3 - 6 PM.
Cab DRM
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‘Jacks avoid upset

Wilgweod

Men's basketball defeats CSU Los Angeles to
finish unbeaten at home during regular season

www.wildwood.ws

@e#e¢eaeees

Daniel

Penza

__Yp28@humboldt.edu

Boards, Mics, Cords
Software, Prosessors

It was only fitting that on Senior Night

the seniors took cen-

ter stage, as the Humboldt

Expert Advice

State

mens basketball team squeaked
out a sloppy 77-75 victory over

CSU Los Angeles in the East Gym.
on Saturday.
With

the

proved

to

win,

17-3

the ‘Jacks

in

the

im-

Califor-

nia Collegiate Athletic Association and 22-3 overall. They also
avenged a 94-85 loss to CSU Los
Angeles in January and finished

their

regular

season

undefeated

at home.

“We
we did

i

ee

|

WINDOWS

didn’t play our best, but
what top teams do and

find a way to win when we dont
play well” Head Coach
Tom
Wood

said.

[hroughout the game, both
teams struggled to find a rhythm
offensively, with the ‘Jacks shoot
ing just 46 percent from the field

The only full service restaurant on campus
(Located adjacent to the HSU Bookstore)
Come

and the Golden Eagles shooting
4] percent.
‘The first half was a back-and
forth
battle
with
both
teams
struggling to establish a legitimate lead. The biggest lead of the

in for a lite snack or a long

Lunch!

Join us at the counter or grab a cozy corner!

Now open 11am - 3pm
Monday thru Friday

We accept personal
checks, j-points, &
e-cards

For reservations or orders to go please call 826-3826

half was when the Eagles went up
by five points.

A key in the first half for the
‘Jacks

was

shutting

leading

CCAASs

down

the

scorer,

Jon-

tae Vinson. Although he led the
Golden Eagles in scoring for the
game with

17 points, Vinson

was

limited to three points in the first
half. He missed

all six of his shots

from the field and his only points
came
In

from
the

reclaimed

able

to

away

the free throw
second

half

the lead, but

put

for

the

good.

line.

the

were

Golden
The

‘Jacks

lead

not

Eagles
never

reached more than eight points in
the second half.
“We have to

tip our

hats

to

them,” Wood said. “They played a
way which made us have a diff
cult time out there.”

[hroughout

the

the ‘Jacks went down

second _ half
to the post

time and time again, finding senior
Devin

Kevin

Johnson

and

junior

Peal, both of whom

did the

grunt work in the post all night.
[he Golden Eagles made things
interesting down the siretch tor
the ‘Jacks, never allowing them

to pull away. They came as close
as one point at the 2:01 mark, but
that was as close as they would
get. The referees made a contro

Junior center Cy Vandermeer shoots a free throw.
versial call that went the ‘Jacks’
way and allowed them to run out
the

clock.

Leading the way for the ‘Jacks
was Johnson with 23 points, 15 of
which

came

Johnson

in the

also pulled

second

half.

17 rebounds,

giving him his 37th career dou
ble-double.
Fellow senior Jeremiah Ward

also had a solid night, contribut
ing 17 points on 7-14 shooting
from the field.
“We

all know

it was

their

mean they would not have to
travel until a possible Elite Eight
appearance in Springfield, Massachusetts.
To ensure they will get consideration for hosting the regional
tournament, the ‘Jacks will have
to

go

on

the

road

to

clinch

the

conference title. On Thursday the
‘Jacks

who

will

they

travel

defeated

to

Chico

74-56

State,

in late

January. They will travel to Cal
State Stanislaus, who they defeat-

the East Gym,’ Peal said.
[he win helps the ‘Jacks’
chances of hosting the West Re

season on Saturday.
Junior forward Grayson Moy
er said, “It would be huge for us
to play at home. We love playing
here and not having to travel any

gion

where would

them

to put

Tournament,

a stamp

which

own.

So follow your path and own

what you do.

SV ETGm aT (6!

last

regular season game here, so we
wanted

started in the late 90’s asa one ofa
kind company by revamping classic
styles and introducing alternative
materials to skaters while carving
away from the tech craze. Ipath’s
team is made up of skaters that
represent a real, be here now,
approach to skating and the way of
life. This gives Ipath roots of its

on

would

be nice.”

10-25% Off Through February

UTIONS

13

Dorothy

Cronin

green rolling hills.
The side of Roger’s Market in McKinleyville is Janel Lammons’ canvas as she puts the finishing touches on a pastoral scene complete with

Dorothy Cronin
dpc9@humboldt.edu

What started as a logo for a McKinleyville convenience
store, soon turned into a mural that the community could
see evolve.
The mural is on the side of Roger's Market, just off of
the School Road exit. Artist of the mural, Janel Lammons,

said she started painting it in November and wants to finish this spring.
“The mural is a tribute to the beauty of the area and [its]

wildlife,” Lammons said.
There are two sides of the mural: One side mimics the

“The mural not only attracts the local community but
also draws in tourists to the Hammond Trail,’ Suarez said.
She added that clients of Roger’s Market love that the mural is always changing, and said that it brightens the neighborhood.
“They enjoy Janel’s energy and the mural which reflects

“The mural is a tribute to the beauty of
the area and [its] wildlife.”

ocean and sunset, while the other is a farm setting, which
includes the Hammond Trail. Lammons said she started

Janel Lammons

with the ocean side, but couldn't decide what colors she

wanted the sunset to be, so for inspiration, she watched the
sunsets by the Hammond Trail.
Lammons’ dog, Wolfy, and another local dog, Roxanne,
are both in the mural. Lammons said that other locals of

the area want Lammons to put their dog in the mural but
there is not enough room.
Carol Suarez has owned Roger's Market for just over 18
months. Suarez said that Roger’s Market is a sort-of com-

munity center, which holds meetings, petitions and has the
only bulletin board in the community.

local mural painter

the beauty of the area,’ Suarez said.

out.

»”

Although the mural reflects the surrounding natural
area, Suarez said there is a mystical aspect to the mural. Suarez’s granddaughter will add a mermaid to the mural the
next time she visits. They might add a mountain lion peeking from the bushes because of recent sightings of mountain lions in the area.

Lammons, a Louisiana-native, said that her family was
always into art, and constantly encouraged her. Lammons
learned the basics of art in high school and taught herself
most of her techniques.
“The mural is a learning process for me,’ Lammons,
who calls her talent an inherited gift, said.
She said that sometimes she paints too late in the day, or
rain causes the paint to smear and not dry properly. When
this happens she has to scrape that paint off and repaint

The mural includes native flowers and birds, such as
herons and red tail hawks, that reflect the area. She said

parts of the mural, causing the changing colors of the mural.

that they want to add anything to the mural that localiz-

Lammons wishes she had made art more of a main focus in her life because it makes others happy. “[With] the
shortness of life, we have to enjoy the things that come with

es it.
Kevin Blake, a resident of the area, said, “The mural enhances the store for one, and it makes the area in gener-

al more aesthetically pleasing because the artwork stands

it. I love to make others happy and to make them smile,’
she said.
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Taking care of business
North Coast Environmental Center continues to make a
difference in the community
Marianne Donovan
mkd18@humboldt.edu

The North Coast Environmental Center educates, activates and, when necessary, litigates on environmental issues. They are currently in the process of moving locations
while continuing to tackle tough issues about the environment while maintaining fundraising.
The center is currently located at 575 H Street in Arcata,
Acting Director Susan Penn said that they will be moving
to an historic Victorian building at 1465 G Street later this

year. The new location is in a commercial area, with convenient access from the university.

Since the opening of the center in 1971, it has accomplished a great deal. It founded the oldest rural-recycling
program in the U.S., and pioneered the now-international

“Adopt-a-Beach” coastal clean-up program.
Penn and the the center are going to put more effort
into “Adopt-a-Beach” since more people are getting involved and the program is constantly growing. Each beach
is cleaned at least three times a year and the center provides all the supplies needed. Scheduled cleanings are up
to the volunteers but if you are hoping to get involved with

“Adopt-a-Beach,” call the center at (707) 822-6918. Any-

one can help out with this program.
“It's more fun with a group of people to get out there

and clean,” Penn said.
The center works closely with the public and has always

had a work study program for student employees, which is
open to any major.

Freshman Kayla Gunderson started work with the center at the beginning of the spring semester.
Student employees like Gunderson help with research,
filing, working on and distributing the newsletter, working
in the center's boutique and, recently, packing up for the move.
“I am really excited about the new location. It will be

great.” Gunderson said.
If you don’t know what you're doing on St. Patricks Day,

Local resident Darlene Amann has worked in the center’s boutique for two-and-a-half years and said Christmas
is the busiest time of the year for retail, but the sale should
be busy too.

Another fundraiser for the center is the 23rd Annual
Auction and Dinner scheduled for April 28 at the Arcata
Community Center. Tickets are on’sale at the center. Penn
is currently working on this event and says the center will
be auctioning art, paintings, ceramics, trips, services, din-

ners and gift certificates from local businesses.
“This [the auction and dinner] is our biggest fundraiser
of the year,” Penn said. “The vast majority of our support
comes from local donations.”
Overall, the center works to conserve the area's biologi-

the North Coast Environmental Center will host a rum-

cal assets, in the public’s interest. It is widely recognized

mage sale with items such as books and furniture that will

and respected as a place for environmental information
and educational resources and positive, effective action.
To learn about upcoming events and to support the
North Coast Environmental Center check out its Web site

not fit into its new location.

“We are downsizing our library. There are lots of good
books,” Penn said. But they are keeping program-oriented
books and books that are not readily available. Some of the
boutique items may be on sale as well.

at http://necandeconews.to, as well as the center's newsletter, ECONEWS.

“You gain strength, courage

and confidence by every

experience in which you
really stop to look fear in the
face. You must do the thing
you think you cannot do.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt
Do you think you have the
strength, courage and confidence
to change campus?
You might surprise yourself.
Run for the Associated
Student Council and make

REAL change on campus.

Hey ew NCTE LOC Ele eda

. Located at the AS Office (Below the Bookstore)
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Steel drums to benefit arts

scholarship fund

Above: Melody Walker sambas to Womama, a band comprised
last Tuesday, Feb. 20. Below: The hands of Rudy Slizewski

of Humboldt State Percussion

Lindsay Brokaw
lob1@humboldt.edu

What began with people banging on just
about anything they could find evolved into a
worldwide cultural and musical phenomenon,
and it might save the Summer Arts Scholar
ship.

[he booming timbre and explosive rhythm
of the Humboldt State Percussion Club's steel
drum bands will exhilarate the Fulkerson Re

for all kinds of creative genius, from musi
cians to photographers, visual artists to writ
ers, dancers to actors.
“It's our duty to let other people know that
this program is available, said Jesse Jonathon, a music senior, who organized and will
perform in the event. Jonathon wants to send
the next generation

of artists and musicians

cital Hall this Friday, March 4 at 8 p.m. as a

to this program. “It’s a priceless opportuni

benefit

ty,’ he said.

for the

Sciences

Arts,

College.

‘The

Humanities

club,

and

organized

Social

into

bands Womama, Bloco Firmeza, and Dun
Dun Fare, will perform calypso, Afro-Cuban,
Brazilian Samba, and West African ensembles
on instruments that, with the exception of a

drum kit and brake drum, are made entirely
of 50-gallon oil drums.
At $5 a ticket, the admission price will help
replenish the scholarship fund that was cut by
the Dean to send eligible students to Summer
Arts.

Hosted

by Fresno

tensive, two-week

State, the series of in

art workshops

is a retreat

Jonathan’s

favorite

instrument

of the en-

semble is the brake drum, which is literally
the brake drum offan old truck.
“It's what they use to keep time in Trinidad,” he said. “It’s the engine that drives the
whole bus, and the grass roots of this whole
movement.”
Jonathan Kip will play the cello pan. He is
a music sophomore and said that when playing in the ensemble, he can't help but dance.
Jonathon attended the Summer Arts program and completed the percussion and

(eee

ate

See BENEFIT, pg. 19

Club members,

at their performance
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We could have gone anywhere.
We chose Florida International University.
Megan Bottegal
North Carolina
Forensic Chemistry

Miguel Alonso, Jr.
Miami
Electrical Engineering

Charlie Emerson
Connecticut
Post Professional

Athletic Training/
Sports Medicine

Saira Babu John
India
International MBA

FIU’s University Graduate School offers more than 120 degree programs at the
master’s and doctoral levels ranging from creative writing, business and education
to the sciences, engineering and health professions. FIU ranks among the top 20
best values in public higher education in the country, according to Kiplinger’s

Personal Finance magazines 2006 survey.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching ranks FIU as a Research
University in the High Research Activity category in their prestigious classification
system. FIU is among the youngest universities ever to be awarded a chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa, the nation’s oldest and most distinguished academic honor society.
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graduate

programs.
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Piano Recital

“He is one of the supreme musicians of our time”
New York Magazine

The Wallenkampf Family

WEEK!

vf HIE

3/ 0 1

Charles Wuorinen

Bagatelle

Olivier Messiaen
J.S. Bach
Elliott Carter
Johannes Brahms

Petites Esquisses d’Oiseaux
Capriccio on the departure of the beloved brother
Intermittences
Variations and Fugue in B-flat on a Theme by Hande!

"The hottest group inthe A|tan
Celtic realm these days"
Womama

member

Rudy Slizewski hammers

3/08

The Boston Globe

out a beat.

world music program. For the duration of the program, Jonathon attended class all day, rehearsed all night, and, at the end, performed for
the community what he and colleagues had created and fine-tuned. All

this was done under what Jonathon called “the watchful eye of Dr. Eu-

“Aga-Boom is charming family fare that inspires equally intense
enjoyment in grown-ups and kids.” Time Out, New York.

gene Novotney.”
Novotney, a Humboldt State music professor, founded the percussion and world music program in 1989, and is a special guest at the
benefit concert.
“!’m thrilled the [California State University system] promoted the
percussion and world music program,’ Novotney said. “It was very
competitive because we were competing against the entire CSU”

mpm 3/15

Harry Shearer
Shearer, the host of public radio’s Le Show, and beloved
for his roles in the mocumentary Spinal Tap and the
KASTEN
long running television show The Simpsons.

{Summer Arts] is a priceless opportunity.”

Lo

Jesse Jonathon
Percussion

and World

Music

3/30

Benefit organizer

CATS
“I can't pick a favorite instrument,’ Novotney said, “but
you what my favorite thing is—rhythm.” Novotney recalled
has worked with, gazing up at stage lights reflected back in
pils. Steel drum artists like Ray Holman and Liam Teague of
and C.K.

Ladzekpo, a master drummer

Winner of seven Tony Awards, including Best Musical, CATS

I can tell
artists he
wide pu
Trinidad,

features 20 of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s timeless melodies.

4/02, 4/03

from Ghana, originators of the

Arlo Guthrie

art form, have worked with students at the Summer Arts Program, he
said.

Sa

be

The Guthrie Family Legacy Tour
_-~.

ASPRESENTS

4S SPRING 2007
Tuig FRIDAY!

(

Arlo will be joined in this unique performance by
>)

1

his children, and grandchildren, to celebrate four
generations of music, from the compositions of

4 / 17
PETRA

LEIS

The

his father to the present.
SERRE INNER

RH

RN

RN AAC

Eroica Trio

WINONA LADUKE

“just as in their successful Carnegie Hall debut and smash-

FORMER GREEN PARTY VICE- PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE AND ACTIVIST

merits they have earned their foothold on the very highest
rung of the profession.” The Wall Street Journal

A Native American activist and an

Loeillet
Shostakovich
Schubert

‘odvocate for environmental,
women’s, and children’s rights,
Winona LaDuke was Ralph Nader's
running mate for his presidential
campaigns in 1996 and 2000.

MAR. 2ND * 7PM tu aces wecome)
VAN DUZER THEATRE, HSU
$2 FOR HSU STUDENTS!
WSS

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATIONS MAY BE AVAILABLE

|) PLEASE CONTACT

CENTERARTS

FOR INFO

hit CD release, these women demonstrate that on musical

lrio
Sonata N
Trio
in £ minor for
Piano
Tr
B-flat

4/29

piano

and

strings,

N

— 1s
Angelique
Kidjo

“Kidjo demands your undivided attention with her
electrifying stage presence and forceful voice.”
Village
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Botany classes to be trimmed
Budget cuts limit availability of classes required for graduation
Devin Clark
devin.clark@gmail.com

he Biological Science Department

is bracing for a budget cutback.
At the request of the Budget Committee, the Biology Department currently
plans for a seven-percent cutback as well

as a current 3.5-percent deficit, according
to Casey Lu, chair of the department.
The Biology Department is amputating elective courses and tentatively chiseling away at required courses for majors.

For example, plant physiology, a requirement for botany majors, will only be
offered once a year, Lu said.
“Were doing an analysis of the entire
curriculum; whether or not it’s going to
stay that way I don't know,’ he said.
Vice President of the Biological Sci
ence Department Frank Shaughnessy re

“Cutbacks are
to take classes
unless they pay
and wait for
want.”

forcing students
they don’t want
the extra tuition
classes they do

Nathan
environmental

Mack

science

seinor

cently conducted a survey evaluating stu
dent and professional input. The goal was

Botany students evaluate plant samples in the Science D Laboratory 147. Class availability changes could delay students
from meeting graduation requirements. As it is two classes sections are set to be reduced to once a school year.

to find more effectiive teaching methods

and increase student retention. He de
clined to comment on the results, as they

morphology class this semester is “low
enrolled,” which means it did not meet

Nathan

Mack, an environmen

tal biology senior, is taking social
ecology

(SOC

320)

because

six

of the classes for practical appli
cations of environmental

biolo

gy are not offered this semester

“We're already operating at low cost. [The
administration] will probably have to start
cutting staff.”

methods
iim

and

resources
is
his

planning

unreasonable
major

because

for
of

prerequisites, and the last three of
the classes for that section of his major are offered at the same time this
semester.

“Although social ecology may fit into my major requirements, it
does not coincide with my career goals,’ Mack said. “Cutbacks are

ready running at skeletal levels. Where

will the cuts come from?
“Were already operating at low cost.
|The administration] will probably have
to start cutting staff. The Greenhouse is

and may not be in the future.

Natural

Ihe real problem is that with the
deficit, courses and departments are al

Alexandru

Temeseu

Humboldt State biology professor

run

by

one

person.

Quite

a few

people

do a lot more than their jobs would sup

pose, Tomescu
said.
Lu explained that the priority of the
department is that students are able to continue through to gradua
tion. He continued that analysis of the curriculum is necessary. “It’s
a very healthy thing to be doing,” Lu said.

oi Bags

don't want,’ he said.

forcing students to take classes they don't want unless they pay the
extra tuition and wait for classes they do want.”
What does this mean for students? Tomescu replied, “They're
going to have to plan a little better.”

eee

Lu added that next year is going to be
a “transitional year” for his department.
Lu
said
that
plant
morphology
(BOT372) and plant anatomy (BOT 321),
which are offered in spring and fall, re
spectively, will be offered in alternating
years,
If a student cannot take plant anato
my, for example, that student will have
to wait two full years to be able to take it
again. The major requirements, however,
are such that students can take one or the
other, depending on their preference.
Professor Alexandru Tomescu was
hired to teach these courses. Tomescu’s

* the minimum 15 students.
“As long as minimum enrollment is 15 students, I won't be able
to have those classes. Someone will get stuck taking something they

ETE S

are still being evaluated

i
#
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Nelson

Hall East side entrance during last
Thursday’s hailstorm that brought
down

pebble-sized balls of ice for

about 30 minutes.

856

No one was

10th Street - Arcata - CA

HOURS: Monday ~ Thursday 4:00pm-Midnight
Friday '- Saturday Noon-2:00am - Sunday 7:00pm-2:00am
*** ALL AGES until 10:00pm - Two Pool tables ***

injured during the storm.
The National Weather Service

mol LSet ey 3

predicts steady percipitation
through the end of the week, but

Burgers, Totu,Wings & Other Tasty Things!

has not issued any severe weather
warnings other than high-surf
advisories. A break from the rain is
expected on Saturday.
A snow advisory is in effect, with
2-4 inches expected at 1,500ft, and
increasing with elevation.

Computer lab shortages
James

aw

Wallace

shinra_rocket27@hotmail.com

Locations

computer

and

access

to

open

labs are changing,as stu

dents will see in future semesters.
RJ

Wilson,

demic

manager

computing,

bination

of

of

said

a

aca
com

administrative

dis

Wiel

Depot,

Griffith
Ihe
labs
in
Harry
Hall are going to be closed dur
ing an upcoming remodel, sched
uled to begin during

the Student

vices building,
of Nelson Hall

Business

Ser

the second floor
East and the en

gineering and biological sciences
building.
Big Pete's and Sacred

the summer

Once finished, the computer lab
in HGH 105 will no longer be an

are

for

open

campus. Sacred Grounds only re
quires a login name and password

the change
lab]

to the labs.

“One

we're losing

is the

lab.

The

labs

in

the

library

and Gist Hall are always available

student-parent lab in the Univer
sity Annex. The lease is running

to students, while labs such as Sie

out,

hours

and it’s too bad because

kid-safe environment

of

students

to get

away

it is a

men’s Hall and
set aside

If getting

for children

Jenkin’s Hall have
for classes

a reserved

spot

who

want

a

from

more

busy

cult, it may be that the time slot

cur

the

rently

searching

cation

to move

for

a suitable

this lab, but

if any, possibilities are clear

lo

little,

given

12

seems

to

be

diff

so

are

and

help,

but

it

may

be

com

lecture

too

money

to

avoid

spending

walking

around

who

of an open

precious
campus

have
Some

laptops
of the

in

lab, students
are

turning

wireless

spots

to
on

mester and projects are all due at
the same time, causing congestion
of

friendly area and most of the pe
riodicals section on the second

Room,

Center area,
Buchanan

the bookstore area and the

« omputei

‘Gist

opened,
until
last

labs

Hall’s lab (room

218)

during

the

week

midnight,

and

during

four

weeks

oF

the

ely

Tada tec
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Most Show

s Start at Reet

is

days,

semester,

28 WED - Kaydi Johnson with The Bridge
1 THUR - Yer Dog - Rock & Rol
2 FRI + RAQ - Rock
& Roll
3 SAT - Absynth Quintet & John Howland Trio
4 SUN - Club Confessions - p's - tet
5 MON - Open Mic - 8:30 - Free
6 TUES - TRUTH - ota schoo! Reggae, Hip Hop

Med

mail account and being aware of
others’ needs will help everyone
when it is near the end of the se

campus are the library, in the food

floor, the University
including the Kate

af

Managing time, e-mailing fold
ers or backup files to a separate e

time consuming to check out ey

time

the class

more

ter hours

may

independent wireless internet

door,

it will cost

are

lists of which computer labs are
Macintosh or PC are found out
side any of the lab’s doors, updat

the

to use its server, and it is free to
sign up
Even though adding extra lab
hours may not solve problems be

like to do work

search

on

be found off

students who

puter labs located from Found
ers Hall to the Annex.
Complete

hours for the week

where

is one of the busiest for that loca
tion. Knowing where other labs

ery one

demic computing lab manager
“Maintenance hours are post

wireless service may

spots

labs with extended
help, especially for

at the

ed weekly by Jeanne Wielgus, aca

other

staff, having
hours could

fo

moment, Wilson said.
Ihere are currently

time

couple

cause

or others

computer labs,’ Wilson said
Academic computing is

ed

at

a

ene

Grounds

agreement and remodeling of the
university are the main reasons
{computer

fini LAR ee

list is updated every week,’
gus said.
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March 17th » St. Patricks Day
Mobile Chiefing Unit - Reggae Rock
March 18th » The Wet Spots

“Sophisticated Sex Comedy” with Deep Groove DJ’s

March
arc 24th » wi
Whi ae Puppy

is

5

open 8 to 2 a.m.,’ Wielgus said.

Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.
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Letters

We're Humboldt!
Cock

Right now the CSU funds Humboldt State and the
other 22 campuses in the CSU system based on the
number of students enrolled. Under this system,
schools like Cal State Long Beach, with approximately
35,000 students, get more money than smaller schools
like Humboldt State.
While Humboldt can’t compete with the larger schools

Tales

Dear editor,

On Friday, Feb. 23, we attended
“Cock Tales; promoted as an equivalent to the “Vagina Monologues.’
While we applaud the intentions to
support ending violence against women we feel there were a few important
aspectsthat werent addressed.
The nine white, heterosexual men, who were drinking al-

in terms of enrollment, it does offer programs that

cohol on stage, did not address

can’t be found anywhere else in the CSU system.

their own privilege, or question
if they had ever committed violence against women. At the start
of the show it was stated that in
dividual men don't make women
feel unsafe, and that it’s only societys construction of men that
creates women’s fear. One piece
seemed hopeful when the man

Students, staff, faculty and administrators approached
the new system-wide strategic plan, entitled Access to
Excellence, with this in mind.
Many at the daylong collaboration session on Monday
said funding based on the types of programs each
campus has is more appropriate for schools like

began questioning insecurities re

Humboldt State, which is known for its science

garding penis size, but instead of
honestly reflecting on the issue,
he candy-coated it by stating that

programs despite its relatively low enrollment.

to the Editor

it is only the size of the heart that

of their own privilege -- women

matters.

doing the “Vagina Monologues”
would not have been taken se
riously if they had been getting
drunk on stage.
With the exception of the
piece that discussed circumcision
as genital mutilation, and urged
the audience to question the practice, there were no strategies dis
cussed toward ending violence.

Sexual

orientation

only discussed in terms of
So, let's clear up a few
Individual men can make
en feel unsafe, and they
have taken responsibility

was

rape.
things:
womshould
for this

instead of chalking it up to society. You can talk about insecuri-

ties without apology or the need
to turn it into a cheesy, feel-good
moment. There are many women
who are raped by men and go on
to have healthy relationships with

We

would

have liked a pledge to

use their own privilege to stand in
solidarity to end violence against

men. Rape is not an excuse to not

women.

question sexual identity. Rape is
about power, not sex.
In regard to the alcohol con
sumption on stage, we feel it high
lighted a few contradictions in
the performance. One man talked
about not remembering the details of a one-night stand due to
drinking. Alcohol often contrib
utes to violent situations. It dem
onstrated a lack of introspection

roles and stereotypes are impor
tant and rare. If we were male we
would have been embarrassed by
the superficial scratching at what

Men

questioning

it means to live as men

ica. Certainly
than

what

their

in Amer

there is more to it

you

would

do

if you

had the last cock on earth.
Jen Quick
Arcata,

and Hillary Houck

Calif.

Students, staff, faculty and administrators said they
don’t want Humboldt State to become a “cookie
cutter” satellite facility of the CSU, and hoped Board
of Trustee Chair Roberta Achtenberg would take that
sentiment back with her to Long Beach.
What she and other board members need to recognize
is that people don’t come to Humboldt State because

it’s close to home or another urban area. The quality
of the university should be measured on successful
student-implemented programs like the Campus Center
for Appropriate Technology and Youth Educational
Services, not on a school’s demographics. Humboldt
State will never become another Cal State Long Beach
or San Diego State, and it’s probably safe to say that
everyone on campus and in the community is thankful
for that.

Budget Motives

Humboldt

best

the

Dear editor,

science

CSU

State

and

is one

arts

system,

of

the

schools

and

in

adequate

One thing was clear from the budget presentations on Feb. 12: If the

funding for the academic side of
the University is critical to main

deep cuts proposed are actually made

taining

to the

Humboldt State provides.
Rick Vrem said the cuts pro
posed by the president to the col
leges would mean a loss of at least

quality

Office of Academic Affairs, the

of education

at Humboldt

State will take a serious hit.

Another thing that is clear is
that this does not appear to bother
President Richmond in the least.
The dirty little secret is that there
is not really a budget shortfall at
Humboldt State, but rather a de

the

quality

will

be

which

tainly

want

to

them

to come

unclear.

He

quality

talk of cuts in athletics and stu
dent services is really just a smoke
screen to cover his shifting of re

boldt State students. The loss of
the [full-time students] will mean
that Humboldt State will fail to

sources within the university.

meet our enrollment targets and

and staff will mean

of

faculty

a decrease in

education

for

Hum

of aca
to view

motives

not

seem

university

resources

strong

and

in

the

sciences.

- Letters and columns are edited for grammar and spelling
- For consideration for the next issue, please send letters/columns

by Friday at 5 p.m.
af
- Please include your name, telephon
number anda c tu
‘ 7 wi
residence
- We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles and just about
anything

to

natural

So,

what

are his motives?

It is time for students, faculty,
staff

and

alumni

to

Richmond

him

stand
and

up

to

say, “no,

to sacrifice

the quality education provided by
Humboldt

State University!”

Katherine Lee
Humboldt State Alum, Class of 95

Here’s how to get in the forum.
- Letters to the Editor: No more than 350 words
- Guest Columns: No more than 750 words

are

have a real interest in maintaining
Humboldt State's reputation as a

President

of

out

does

we will not allow

loss

cer

he seems
true

This is totally unacceptable.
the

further
will

as “overfunded.”

Richmond's

Clearly,

sire on the part of Richmond to
shift money away from academics to other programs. The scary

make

Richmond

demics, because

education

750 full-time-equivalent students,
bigger classes, and fewer course
offerings, along with the loss of 31
faculty and 16 staff positions.

forced

cuts,

Send submissions to:

jcoll @humboldt.edu
Fax: 707-826-592 |
Mail: The Lumberjack
Nelson Hail East Room 6
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521
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The Maussakelle

Reservoir, Sri Lanka

By Xerxes N. Marduk
The Maussakelle Reservoir is a large lake, formed by
tropical rainfall, smack dab in the middle of the tiny island
nation of Sri Lanka, off the southern coast of India. On this
day I had been invited to go gem hunting by the owner of
my guest house and his two sons.
The night before, as I sat at the table eating a gigantic
dinner his wife had prepared for me, the head of the family told me stories of hunting elephants and wild boars as
a young man. But now, on account of his age and old battle wounds, he had retired to his second-favorite pastime,
gem hunting. His two sons, aged 19 and 15, had the day
off from school, so we brought a picnic to have out on the
lake,
The man of the household, also my guide, told me
the lake, which was 15 feet below its normal level due
to drought, was a natural depository for precious stones
washed out of the mountains by numerous rivers. Because
it was so low, many previously hidden rock deposits should
be easily visible, he said. In particular we were hunting for
sapphires, rubies, cats-eyes, spinals, garnets and diamonds
on the lakes muddy shore.
We walked a few miles on a dirt road to a tiny fishing
village perched on the shore of the lake. Here our leader
enlisted the help of two thin and brittle looking old fishermen to row our boat. The two stringy old men had but a
few yellow teeth each left in their heads, but they rowed the
boat with even strokes which spoke of a lifetime of hard,
manual

labor.

When

Maussakelle

we reached a promising location we all hoped off

the boat and began poked through piles of small rocks and
digging through debris in the dry stream beds. Though the
man and his kids took this as a game, the old fishermen
from the village searched with more intensity, probably re
lying more upon the money gained from a potential find
to feed themselves.

After two hours of searching one spot, and then rowing
to another

to look

there,

the results were

mixed.

I ended

up with a rather fine piece of smoky quartz the father dis
covered and gave to me, but I didn’t find anything worth
keeping myself. I guess | don't have the eye for gem hunt
ing. But I did see many varieties of porous volcanic rocks,
obsidian, and conglomerates. My old geology teacher
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when

we started our adventure.

would be proud.
In a sudden change, the sky turned from blue and calm,
to dark and thunderous, with threatening storm clouds
rolling in over the sky. Our group dashed into a little village just as the rain started to pour down. ‘This village was
a workers camp, housing the poor families who worked
on the tea plantations on the surrounding hills. The main
structure in the camp consisted of a long, concrete build
ing partitioned off into small, one-room dwellings to house
entire families.
The father told me the families living here had origi
nally been imported from India by the British to work the
tea plantations, and these families were the fourth gener
ation tea plantation workers to live here. Without any
chance for advancement or education, these families,
and many like them all over Sri Lanka, were virtually
serfs to the land. The land is still owned mainly by Ger
mans, English, and French, the father said. ‘The few Sri
Lankans who owned tea plantations here lived not in
Sri Lanka, but with their European counterparts on the
continent.

Trincomalee
,Anuradhapura

Reservoir at dawn

The father explained that he was an overseer on one
of the tea plantations in this area, and theretore quite
well off. It was evident to me by his talk of buying a dig
ital camera, and his sons’ talk of what kind of European
car they wanted to buy in a few years. The opposite side
of the coin was the squalor of those living in the village
we ate lunch in.
I went inside a dwelling and it was of the meanest
type. In one corner of the dark, damp, concrete room
sat an old lady in a plastic chair with a child on her lap
watching a small black and white T'V. I gave the little
girl a

cracker from my lunch, and watched in amusement and
wonder as she rubbed her bare feet with it, and hit a passing dog over the head with it, before taking a bite out of
the corner. All the while the old lady in the chair paid her
no heed.
I drew many curious stares and shy hellos, from the cu
rious residents, who had never seen a white person there
before. They all acted in a friendly manner, though they
gave me a wide berth, seeing how I was there with a well to
do local family and not on my own.
Getting back into our boat we heard the sounds of
thunder close by, and it was only when we were halfway
back across the lake and lightning started arching out of
the sky that I thought this probably wasn't the safest place
to be. Indeed, my story could have ended right there, with
a sudden bolt of white hot electricity passing through my
body in less time than it takes to blink. But fortunately all
that happened was I got soaked to the skin.
When we reached the boat landing the torrential down
pour had not let up, and we hurried into a nearby house to
shelter in. The house showed undeniable signs of the own
er’s prosperity. There was an old Singer sewing machine in
one corner. And in another were two telephones and a mo
bile phone ona table. The proud owner of the house passed
around the mobile phone for our inspection and praise, as
if they were rare ceramic eggs from Russia. Much fanfare
was made over the various phones, though it was in the lo
cal language of Tamil, so I was excluded from taking part.
We waited out the storm watching a Bollywood movie on
his TV. And then, when the rain stopped, we walked back
to the guesthouse just as the sun was breaking through the
clouds once again.

Xerxes N. Marduk is a curious individual and an avid traveler since taking his
first trip when 18. Since 1998, he has traveled to every continent and visited

"“Hambantota

places like Vietnam, Egypt, Russia and Peru. He attends Humboldt State.
' About.com

This is the sixth installment of the world travels of Xerxes.
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Sunvalley Group
UNLOCKING

ARM CANNON

TO LEVEL 2:

flower warehouse:
an observation

NONLETHAL RESTRICTION ENABLED.

Erika Valadez
Guest Columnist

Six oclock on the clock above
the once white walls, now tinged

slightly tan from the dirt in the air.
The night shift of about 100 or so
people crowd around a supervi-

sor in her bright orange mesh vest
with bright yellow reflection tape.
Some shiver under their layers of

clothing: jackets, vest, sweatshirts
printed with athletic logos and
rap artists. There are tired smiles,
high fives, and sporadic bursts of
laughter as everyone prepares for

a long night. The rough blacktop
on the floor is wet, muddy, san-

dy and instantly covers the bot-

That complicates things

TT

tom of your shoes and bottoms of
your pants with a heavy, hard clay
substance that smells like grass
and something else. It’s a slightly
sharp smell that, after a week or
so, you begin to recognize as the
smell of half-frozen tulips, cut just
before they can bloom. ‘The bee
like buzz of the workers will soon
be taken over by the roar of the
machines and the music on the
loudspeakers.
Large aluminum-colored carts

roll in, assisted by two workers in
navy blue coveralls, and the smell
of tulips overpowers the room.
These tall carts are piled
high with smaller black
plastic
baskets
stuffed
with

100

freshly

picked tulips in all sizes,
ranging from arm length
to barely bigger than your
palm. Employees line up

THINK HE'S DEAD. |

your first line of defense against
the roaring, grass-green machine
that slices the egg shell-colored
bulb at the bottom of the tulip
and rolls each flower gently onto
a brick-red belt that rolls right
in front of you at a reasonable
speed.
The air horn blows, the conveyor belts roar to life, the belt
begins to move, the flowers begin to drop. Your hands in latex
medical gloves grasp at the tulip stems, icy cold from the night

and the refrigeration system used
to keep the tulips from blooming.
You match the same deep purple
tipped flowers at the stem and at
the base of the bloom
ting

them

on

an

before

upper

set

conveyor

belt made of cardboard triangles
that roll into a binding machine
that resembles a large scale sew
ing machine. Before one of two
employees at the other end picks
up your newly made bunch, wraps
them

into a printed celluloid bag,

places it back on the triangle belt,
and sends it though another bind
ing machine. The finished bunch
is put in a tall black bucket, one
quarter filled with cold water,
then rolled away on the same type
of tall aluminum cart it came in
on.
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The forum section wants your word.
Do you have something important to say?
Here is your chance!
We welcome column pieces written by

individuals, clubs or organizations.
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28 Wednesday
FRicos Tacos: |
Taqueria

~T| 686 F Street SuiteD,

ai

Family Atmosphere
Dine (n or Carry Out

made fresh daily
authentic menudo

AS Presents An Evening with

(MPAs) Teach-In with Dr. Milton

Wynona LaDuke at 7 p.m. in

Boyd. Hosted by Environmental
Politics Club and Oceanography
Club. NHE 119 at 6 p.m.

the Van Duzer Theatre. $2 HSU
students, $10 all others. Tickets
available at the University Ticket
Office, The Works and The
Metro. For credit card orders or

Peace Corps meeting.
Returning volunteer
Richard Engel will discuss

Breakfast Menu

Chile Relleno

Marine Protected Areas

2007 Spring Mentor Training
Series presents Child and
Adolescent Development
Workshop led by Carmela
Wnger, MPCC. 6:30-8:30 p.m.
at the Humboldt County Office
of Education, 901 Myrtle Ave..,
Eureka. For more information,
call 269-2052.

Monday - Saturday
9AM - 9PM

9

O 2 Friday

his experiences

information,

826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

FH

O 1 Thurstay
CenterArts presents Peter
Serkin. 8 p.m. at the Van

$35 general

admission/$33 seniors and
children/$25 HSU students.
Tickets available at the

University Ticket Office, The
Works and The Metro. For credit
card orders or more information,

call 826-3928.
Wepeel (Weezer cover band),
Carl Weathers for Governer, and

Featuring DJ Ray spinnin’ Hip Hop,
Top 40 & Exclusive remixes

Republican Duck Hunters at the
Boiler Room, 3534 Broadway,
Eureka. 443-5464
information.

for more

California

Fish and

Game

Commission meeting.
Forum,

8:30 a.m.

First Friday theme skate at the
Blue Lake Roller Rink. Theme
is “80's Tunes” 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Reptile and Amphibian
Discovery Day at the HSU
Natural History Museum, 1315
G St. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. For more
information, cal! 826-4479.
Arcata

Marsh

will be holding

under. Call 668-5932
information.

a.m. at the Interpretive Center on

South G Street.
for more

up.

Call 826-2359

nformation

or

to sign

Continues on Sunday

HSU Clubs’ Trade Fair to
benefit SLAM Fest 2007
Featuring food and music
At the Bayside Grange Hall

O3 Saturday
Iceage Cobra (rock/funk) at the

Call us at

(707) 826-3271
or send an e-mail to

thejack@humboldt.edu
Please inctiud
‘attn: calendar’ in he

subject line.

Bunny Rabbit (Melodramatic
pop from Brooklyn) at the Boiler
Room, 3534 Broadway, Eureka
443-5464 for more information
Blues

Jam

Brewery.

TapWater (jam band from San
Diego) with Bucky Walters at Six
Rivers Brewery. 1330 Central
Ave., McKinleyville. 21+, 9 p.m
839-7580 for more information
Free CPR Classes offered
by the American Red Cross
8 a.m.-3 p.m. at St. Bernard
High School Auditorium, 222
Dollison St. (Between C & D
St.). Register online at www
humboidiredcross.org

or call

443-4521
“Rites of Passage” composed
by alumnus Dante De Silva and

at Six Rivers
1330

Central Ave

McKinleyville. 9 p.m.
for more information

839-7580

O5 Monday
Humboldt

Alibi

Planning an event?

O4 Sunday

Empty Bottle Boys (‘old-timey’)
at Café Mokka, 5th and J St. 8

p.m., no cover

Call

496-8752 for more information

for more

“Say the Say,” and interactive
performance by MFA students of
the Dell’Arte International School
of Physical Theatre and Youth
Services Bureau of Humboldt
At the New Hope Fellowship,
5th and A Streets in Eureka. 8
p.m., continues on Saturday.
Call 668-5993 ext. 26 for more
information.

free

docent training classes at 9

$5 adults/$4 ages 9-17/$3 8 and

Sierra Club North Group
meeting. At the Humboldt Area
Foundation, Indianola Cutoff
between Hwy. 101 and Old
Arcata Road. 6-8:30 p.m. Call
826-3740 for more information

Doors open at 9 pm 21+

NIGHTCLUB, ; LOUNGE

more

$6 general adm./$2 students and
seniors/free for HSU students.
Contact the HSU Box Office at
826-3928 for more information.

Suggested donation of $1.

Duzer Theatre.

Ws AsEasyas1,2,3...
$1 Cover! $2 Drafts! $3 Drinks!

building and

For more information, contact
the Multicultural Center at 8263369 or mcc@humboldt.edu

Goodwin

686 F Street (by Safeway)

call 826-3928.

13th Annual Diversity
Conference and Education
Summit begins, continuing
through Sunday. Three days of
workshops, speakers, reflection
and action, intercultural
dialogues, networking,
community

as an

environmental activist in
Honduras. 12-12:50 p.m.
118

more

graduating student composers
8 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall.

Blues Association

open

blues jam (blues-only

open

mic)

at the

Jambalaya

915 H St. $3 Contact
cmd1234@sonic.net for more
information

Deke Dickerson (rockabilly) at
Six Rivers Brewery 1330 Central
Ave., McKinleyville. 8 p.m. 839
7580 for more information

O06 _Tuesday
Spring Sociology Film Series
presents “Crash” with Dr
Jennifer Eichstedt.
This awardwinning film explores racial
tensions characterizing everyday
life in America
FH 163 at 7 p.m
rf,
WON

st

dy
tact adms3.
3@nhumboldt

for more
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Wanted
ROOM
FOR

pee

AND
BOARD
INTERNATIONAL

STUDENTS.
home/family

Drug free healthy
environments

BLUE

LAKE

atone oe

DONATIONS

OF

USED)
chairs,

(NEW

FURNITURE
sofas, etc.)

office

for

OR

(arm

Journalism

reception/reading

786 9th St Arcata,

electricity and gas. $495/month.

CA 95521

185 Blue Lake Blvd. 668-1601.

822-0414
Free
FREE
DAY
Friends
‘Thrift
Store. Saturday, March 3rd 9-5.
Overstocked, giving away close
to 1,000 items, clothes, books,
household, music. 526 5th St.,
Eureka. 441-1499. Help us make
room for all our stuff in storage.

Wellness
HSU

TIN CAN MAILMAN BUYS
BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS
for cash or trade credit. Huge

daily.

Corner

of

10th & H Arcata 822-1307

are:

Sar

AA

MEETINGS

in

SBS _ Building

meet

Your Home-Made
CDs & DVDs
Have You Seen
Ours?

405.
Call
822-1758
for
information.
Marijuana

room

more

Anonymous
Wednesday

meets
night from

HSU

room

Annex

Sex

Sale

HORIZON
AND
ALASKA
AIRLINES
TICKET
CREDIT
FOR SALE. $400. TOTAL VALUE

Addicts

printing, Pro-grade media,
Alternative packaging,

152, 618-9228.

ast turn-around,
Short Disc Runs,
Professional and
reliable

Anonymous

meets

proud member of the

weekly on campus and in the
community. Go to www.sexaa.org

Humboldt Sound Collective

BONGO BOY CD/DVD

(707) 839-5090

(locate an SAA Meeting link) for
info on meetings
Fortuna.

in

Arcata

Lee “Dawg”

and

e-mail: bongoboycd@sbeglobal.net
website at: humboldtmusic.com

Christina

lf we do not have it, we will
order it!

Real on-disc full color

every
5-6 in

ADDICTED TO PORN/SEX?

For

eae

Bands! We’ve Seen

or

now

selection, open

&

Glenda Hesseltine . 268-3936
www.taichiforeveryone.net

area.

Call
Linda
at
826-4775
<mecmaster@humboldt.edu>.

Alumni owned and operated!
All bubbly and red wine 10% off!
Hours Sun.8-10, Mon.8-11,
Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!

POOPOPO
IPP PDIVPIINT

Celebrating 5 Years of Service fo Humboldt County!

$852.57, plus I will pay the $100
change

ticket

fee.
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distance of Red and Gold or RTS
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edu.
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Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday
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1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022
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